10 SENTENCE TRANSFORMATIONS

1. I haven´t decided what type of sport I´d like to take up in the near future.
   MIND
   I haven´t __________________________ up what type of sport I would like to begin doing.

2. I didn´t know that you were having such a bad time at university.
   AWARE
   I was __________________________ the bad time you were having at university.

3. It is important to never take your eyes of the main goal in this activity.
   FOCUS
   You must never forget the principal ________________ as it is essential to be successful.

4. The exam didn´t go to plan because of the difficulty of the final task.
   DUE
   The exam didn´t go well _______________ the final task was.

5. I have literally no idea what I am supposed to do to improve my level.
   UNDERSTAND
   I do ______________________ have to do to enhance my level.

6. Last night, my favourite restaurant ran out of custard so I couldn´t order the apple crumble.
   LEFT
   Last night, my favourite restaurant didn´t ______________________ so I couldn´t order the apple crumble.

7. I have never found poetry all that interesting to be honest.
   INTEREST
   I have literally __________________________ poetry to be frank.

8. It has been great to get in contact after such a long time.
   CATCH
   I am really glad that we __________________________ after so long.

9. What I am most concerned by is the way he doesn´t accept any of the blame.
   CONCERNS
   What ___________________________ is that he doesn´t accept that it is his fault at all.

10. We need to give some consideration to the possible consequences.
    ACCOUNT
    We ought to __________________________ all the possible consequences.
Answers

1. made my mind
2. not aware of
3. focus of the activity
4. due to how difficult
5. not understand what I
6. have any custard left
7. no interest in
8. could catch up
9. most concerns me
10. take into account